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Chapter -1 
PROGRAMMING IN C++ 

 

Unsolved Questions 
Q1. Explain briefly the concept of data abstraction and encapsulation with the help of an example.  
 

Q2. What is difference between fundamental and derived data types? 
 

Q3. What is the purpose of header file in a program? 
 

Q4. Write a program to calculate +,-,*,/  of two numbers (using switch statement) 
 

Q5. write a program to print first ten prime number (using for loop) 
 

Q7. Write a program to convert Lower care letter into Upper case (Letters are entered by the user) 
 

Q8. Write a program to find largest and smallest number out of ten number and print the sum of these 

numbers. (Numbers are entered by user) 
 

Q9. Name the header files of following built in functions :  

 Strcpy(), strcat(),log(), clrscr(),setw(),fabs(),isalnum(),isupper() 

 

Q10. What is the difference between runtime error and syntax error? Explain with example. 
 

Q11.  What is the difference between global variable and local variables> explain with example 
 

Q12.  What is the output of the following program:  

  #include<iostream.h> 

  int func(int& x, int y=10) 

  {  

  if (x%y = = 0) return + + x; else return y -- ; 

  } 

  void main ()   

  { 

  int p=20, q =23; 

  q= func(p,q); 

  cout <<p<<q<<endl; 

  p=func(q); 

  cout<<p<<q<<endl; 

  q=func(p); 

  cout<<p<<q<<endl;    

} 
 

Q13. What is polymorphism? Explain with example. 
 

Q14. What is the difference between call by value and call by reference? Explain with suitable example. 

 

 

 

Chapter -2  

STRUCTURES 

Unsolved Questions:-  
Q1.  Write a structure specification that two structure variables – distance and time. The distance include 

two variables – both of type float – called feet and inches. The time includes three variables- all of 



type int – called hrs, mins and secs. Initialize such a structure with values 125.00 feet, 2.5 inches, 2 

hrs,10 mins, 15 secs. Use nested structure. 
 

Q2.  Write down the syntax to define typedef  with the following data types i.e. double, unsigned int, float 

and unsigned char. 
 

Q3.  Write a code for (telephone directory simulation) that can sort a list of names and telephone number 

alphabetically. Names to be treated as a unit (define them inside a structure.) 

 Persons are sorted alphabetically be their last names. Persons with the same last name are sorted by 

the their first names 
 

Q4.  Write a code fragment to declare and read in values (from user) for an array ARR of size 5 whose 

elements consist of name, category, marks in 3 subjects and registration number. The category can 

be one of Gen, SC, ST, OBC. The registration number is a combination of areacode, region code, 

school code, and serial number. 
 

Q5.  Declare a structure to represent a complex number. Write a C++ function to add, substract, multiply 

and divide two complex numbers 
 

Q6.  An array stores details of 15 students (rollno, name, marks in two subjects). Write a program to 

create such an array and print out  a list of students who have failed in more than one subjects 

assume 40% as pass marks  (using structure and array) 

Chapter -3  
OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING 

Unsolved Questions 
 

Q1.  What is function overloading? What is the significance of function overloading in  

 OOPS? Discuss Polymorphism in detail.  

 

Q2.  How are classes and objects are implemented in C++? 
 

Q3.  What is the significance of private, protected and public specifiers in a class? 
 

Q4.  Discuss how the best match is found when a call to an overloaded function is  

 encountered? Give suitable example. (list the steps) 
 

Q5.  Write briefly about different programming paradigms 
 

 

Q6.  Write definition for two versions of an overloaded function. This function’s 1
st
 version str ( ) takes 

an argument, char array and returns the name of the passed array. The 2
nd

 version of str ( ) takes two 

arguments, an char array and a character (‘A’ or ‘B’). If the passed character ‘A’, then it returns the 

message as entered name, if the passed character ‘B’ then it returns the message entered name by 

adding a string ‘Hello’.  

 

Q7. Write a recursive function to print an integer as a string. 

 

Chapter -4 

CLASSES AND OBJECTS 

Unsolved Questions  
Q1.  What is the relationship of a class and its objects? How is memory allocated to a class and its objects.   

Q2.  What do you understand by member function? How it is different from ordinary function? 

Q3.  Define a class student with the following specifications : 



 

private members of class student 

 

admno   integer 

sname   20 character 

cs,math, eng  float 

total   float 

ctotal()   a function to calculate cs+math+eng with float return type 

 

public member functions of class student 

 

takedata() function to accept values for admno,sname,cs,math,eng and invoke ctotal() to 

calculate total. showdata() function to display all the data members on the screen. 

 
Q4.  Write a C++ program using classes and objects to simulate result preparation system for 20 students. 

The data available for each student includes rollno, name and marks in 3 subjects. The percentage 

marks and grade are to be calculated from the above information. The percentage marks are the 

average marks and the grade is calculated as follows:  

 

   Percentage marks   grade 

   <50    ‘D’ 

   >=50 <60   ‘C’ 

   >=60< 90   ‘B’ 

   >=90< 100   ‘A’ 

 

Q5.  Define a class named housing in C++ with the following descriptions;-  

 private members:  

  Variable name  Data Type 

  reg_no   integer 

  name   array of characters 

  type   character 

  cost   float 

  

 public members:  

 Function read_data() to read an object of housing type 

 Function display() to display the details of an object 

 Use Random function to genertate the registration nos. to match with Registration nos. to 

math with reg_no from the arrary 

 

Q6.  How are public members of a class different from private members of a class? 

Chapter – 5 

CONSTRUCTOR AND DESTRUCTORS 
Q1. What is constructor? How it is define in the codes of C++? Write a short note on its characteristics. 

Q2.  What do you understand by default constructor? What is it role? How is it equivalent to a constructor 

having default arguments?     

Q3.  Discuss the various situations when a copy constructor is automatically invoked. 

Q4.  Write a short note on the significance of the destructor. 

Q5. How many time is the copy constructor called in the following code?  

  Sample func(sample u) 

  { 

   sample v(u); 

   sample w=v; 

   return w; 

  } 

  void main() 



  { 

  sample x; 

  sample y = func(x); 

  sample z = func(y); 

  } 

  

Q6. What is a copy constructor ? what do you understand by copy constructor overloading? 

 

Q7. Define a constructor function for a date class that initializes the date objects with given initial 

values. In case initial values are not provided, it should initialize the object with default values. 

Q8 . If three objects have been declared in the order s3,s1,s2 then what will be the order of constructor 

and destructor invocation for them? 

 

Q9. What will be out of following?  

 # include<iostream.h> 

 class play 

{ 

public: 

 play() 

 { 

 calculate();   

  

 void calculate() 

 { 

 show(); 

 cout<<”calculating”; 

 } 

  void show() 

  { 

  cout<<”welcome in C++”; 

  } 

};  

void main() 

{  

play one; 

} 

 

Q10. Consider the following code 

  class ci 

  { 

   int l;  

  public: 

   ci(int j) 

   { 

    l=j;  

   } 

   

   ci(ci & rv) 

   { 

    l=rv.l; 

   } 

    

void initialize( )  

    { 

     l=0; 



} 

}; 

main() 

{ 

ci original(1); 

ci x1(original); 

ci x2 = original; 

}    

 Referring to the sample code above, what initializes the object x1? 

 (i)  Initialize ( ) function  (ii)  The default constructor 

 (iii)   The copy constructor  (iv) The default copy constructor 

 

Q11. which of the following code which one is give best solution for copy constructor.  

 for class score  

(i) (score &)   (ii) score (score &) 

(ii) score (score)   (iv) score ( & score) 


